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The Antarctic coast and seas are considered some of the most pristine marine
systems on Earth. Their comprehensive assessment is critical because meeting
ambitious conservation objectives while maintaining sustainable human uses will be
increasingly challenging with growing climate change impacts, recovery from past
overharvesting, and potential revision of activities permitted with future revisions of the
existing governance structure. We used the Ocean Health Index (OHI) to deliver an
integrated assessment of the Antarctic marine ecosystems’ evolving ecological and
social dimensions. The OHI provides a framework to evaluate sustainable delivery of
benefits people want from healthy oceans by measuring progress toward 10 widely-held
societal goals. These goals include, conservation objectives, as well as other objectives,
so as to identify tradeoffs across multiple priorities. We adapted the Index to the
unique aspects and data availability of Antarctica. OHI scores were calculated for each
sub-region defined by the Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources (CCAMLR) as well as the region overall. OHI scores for conservation-related
goals (biodiversity, clean water) were generally high, though with some stressor impacts
(i.e., climate-driven decline of sea-ice, and pathogen pollution). However, a sensitivity
test on the sea-ice habitat indicator showed biodiversity scores might be much lower in
the vicinity of the Antarctic Peninsula. Preservation of lasting special places, captured
in the sense of place sub-goal, scored relatively low due to limited extent of Marine
Protected Areas in the Southern Ocean. In several cases, scores are low due to
under-utilization of resources, rather than environmentally unsustainable practices (e.g.,
food provision, natural products, tourism, and recreation). However, increased human
activities would intensify the risk of pollution, pathogen contamination, and disturbance to
wildlife, particularly if compounded with future climate change impacts. Therefore, scores
may reflect the need to select more conservative targets for human use, articulated in
international treaties, taking future risks into account. Our results highlight the need for
more research on both natural and social science aspects of the Antarctic system, as
well as the need to evaluate targets under different scenarios, so as to provide robust
science-based advice for future decision-making in the region.
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INTRODUCTION
Marine systems are affected by anthropogenic stressors
worldwide (Halpern et al., 2008, 2015a), and many of these
human pressures are increasing with time (Halpern et al., 2015a).
Even one of the most inaccessible regions, the Southern Ocean,
is no longer pristine. Anthropogenic stressors reported in the
region include local and remote sources of debris, contaminants,
oil leaks, and alien species (Tin et al., 2009; Aronson et al., 2011);
lingering effects of historical whaling (Ainley et al., 2010; Surma
et al., 2014); legal, illegal, and unregulated fishing (Ainley and
Pauly, 2014; Österblom et al., 2014); wildlife disturbance from
tourism and scientists (Tin et al., 2009; Aronson et al., 2011;
Ainley and Pauly, 2014); as well as, perhaps most importantly,
climate change (Schofield et al., 2010; Doney et al., 2012; Chown
et al., 2015).
The Antarctic Treaty System (ATS), the set of multi-national
agreements governing the continent and the surrounding
ocean poleward of 60◦S since 1961, explicitly recognizes
the existence, aesthetic, and scientific value of Antarctica
(http://www.ats.aq/e/ats.htm). The Protocol on Environmental
Protection to the Antarctic Treaty (Madrid, 1991) defines the
whole of Antarctica “as a natural reserve, devoted to peace
and science.” At the same time, the ATS allows and regulates
human activities in the region, including tourism, fishing, marine
mammal harvest, and permanent settlements tied to scientific
missions. While conservation is a priority, the international
community also clearly recognizes that a healthy Antarctic
system includes people and provides a broad range of societal
goals. Here we ask whether these goals are being satisfied,
whether they are being pursued sustainably, and what future data
collection and governance priorities for the region should be.
In order to do so, a comprehensive and integrated assessment
of ecological and social dimensions of ocean health for the
Antarctic is needed. The Ocean Health Index (OHI) provides
a useful framework for such an integrated assessment (Halpern
et al., 2012, 2015b). The OHI evaluates how well marine systems
sustainably deliver 10 widely held societal goals that people
have for healthy oceans. The index assesses goals related to
human use (e.g., food provision from fisheries, natural products
extraction, and tourism and recreation) as well as conservation
objectives (e.g., clean waters and biodiversity). Because the index
captures ecological and socio-economic aspects of ecosystem
health simultaneously, rather than treating them as separate or
independent, it provides a key tool for producing the integrated
evaluations required for ecosystem-based management.
The OHI is explicitly quantitative, calculated by combining
individual indicators via a structured framework designed to
measure progress toward each of the 10 goals (4 of which
are further subdivided in sub-goals). Each goal/sub-goal is
assessed for its current state, measured against a reference point
representing its full, sustainable delivery, i.e., a score of 100,
as well as its recent trend, existing cumulative pressures that
negatively impact its delivery, and resilience characteristics that
can respond or mitigate those pressures (Halpern et al., 2012).
The index is designed to represent the health of the system
through a human lens, because communicating ecosystem health
in terms of losses and gains in benefits that people value is a
powerful communication tool for managers and wider audiences.
Importantly, describing the ecosystem in terms of benefits allows
for simultaneously evaluating intangible benefits, such as sense
of place, as well as economic benefits, such as revenues from
marine sectors, and ecosystem provisioning and supporting
services, such as food provision and biodiversity preservation.
Nevertheless, with this type of approach it is crucial to set targets
and reference points appropriately for each of the components of
the index, so as to capture societal objectives that are compatible
with the system’s carrying capacity and resilience (Samhouri
et al., 2012).
The index is not designed to capture long-term sustainability
issues, since these are not likely to be adequately estimated
through a static indicator that assumes “business as usual”
characteristics of the system. Instead it uses current data and
indicators to anticipate the near-term future state of the goal as
an indication of sustainability (Halpern et al., 2012). Longer-term
projections of ocean health are better evaluated through dynamic
mechanistic models.
To assess the condition of Antarctica’s ocean and coastal
regions, we calculated OHI scores by adapting the existing
OHI framework to the particular characteristics of the Antarctic
region, using regionally specific data-sets and established
benchmarks. Environmental preservation is one of multiple
goals for management; however, conservation priorities may be
deemed particularly important for Antarctica. In conducting
a tailored OHI assessment for Antarctica, we aim to inform
ongoing discussions on how to use or protect Southern Ocean
resources (e.g., Jacquet and Brooks, 2015; Jacquet et al., 2016).
Because the OHI is designed to capture the tradeoffs across a
complete range of, often conflicting, societal goals for healthy
oceans, it also provides a framework to evaluate and discuss
the relative importance of different goals. Ultimately, this
information can be used to establish goal targets that better
reflect our values. These Index scores are an effective decision-
support tool because they can be clearly communicated to a
broad audience and importantly, a variety of resources and tools
(Lowndes et al., 2015; http://ohi-science.org/resources/tools/)
exist to facilitate updating scores every year so changes over
time can be monitored. Additionally, we use this exercise to
identify what information would contribute to more reliable
future assessments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Here, we provide a brief overview of the OHI framework,
however, methods for calculating the Index, and the conceptual
framework and rationale for how it is constructed, are
detailed extensively elsewhere (Halpern et al., 2012, 2015b; ohi-
science.org).
The Ocean Health Index (Halpern et al., 2012, 2015b)
evaluates a broad range of benefits and services that people value
and want from healthy oceans. These are assessed globally as 10
widely held public goals for ocean ecosystems, four of which are
further subdivided into two sub-goals (Table 1). Goals are scored
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TABLE 1 | Differences between Antarctica and global goal models.
Goals Sub-goals Target Notes
Food provision Fisheries Similar to global - All stocks fished at levels that afford
maximum sustainable yield
Only using regional stock assessments for two
species of toothfish
Mariculture – NA (not practiced)
Artisanal fishing opportunities – NA (no local permanent residents)
Carbon storage – NA (no carbon storing habitats)
Biodiversity Habitats As global—no loss of habitat extent since reference
year
Sea-ice season duration only—region specific
reference points
Species As global—all species at least concern status in IUCN
RedList
Sense of place Iconic species As global—all iconic species at least concern status in
IUCN RedList
Verified list of iconic species specific to
Antarctica
Lasting special places* Marine: as global—30% of area protected 100% terrestrial lasting special places identified
are protected
Terrestrial: proportion of protected sites among
those designated as special
Natural products As global (fish oil sub-category)—catch at maximum
sustainable yield
Krill only
Clean waters* As global—no environmental input of chemicals,
pathogens, or trash
Pathogens estimated by degree of wastewater
treatment at research bases
Tourism and recreation* Tourism density is within 35% of region-specific
maximum recorded density
Assuming observed maximum corresponds to
highest sustainable carrying capacity
Livelihoods and economies Livelihoods – NA (no local permanent residents)
Economies As global—no net loss relative to 5 years previous Fishing and tourism sectors only (crew on
vessels as proxy for revenue)
Coastal protection – Does not apply (no clearly defined coastal
habitats for sea ice to protect)
Asterisks indicate the use of a modified goal model.
on a scale of 0–100, with 100 being the best possible score. Each
goal score,Gi, is calculated as the average of current status, xi, and
the likely future status, xˆi,F :
Gi =
xi + xˆi,F
2
(1)
where current status is a measure of the current performance
relative to a reference value that represents the maximum
sustainable performance of that goal. Likely future state is
intended to capture whether status is likely to increase or decrease
in near term, and is calculated as:
xˆi,F = [1+ βTi + (1− β)
(
ri − pi
)
]xi (2)
Likely future status takes into account: recent trends in status,
Ti, calculated using a linear regression model of the change in
status as a function of time, in years; known pressures, pi, that
threaten the delivery of each goal (scaled from 0 to 1, with
1 being the worst possible score predicted to negatively affect
goal scores); and resilience factors, ri, that can mitigate those
stressors (scaled from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best possible
score predicted to positively affect goal scores). The assumption
is that, under current conditions, the status will continue on its
recently observed trajectory, i.e., its recent trend, but stressors
and resilience can modify that trajectory up or down, depending
on which is strongest. Ti is then the slope of the regression model
multiplied by 5, corresponding to the estimated future status 5
years from now, under current conditions, to which then the ri
and pi modifiers are applied. A weighting factor, β , establishes
the relative importance of the trend versus resilience and pressure
factors in influencing the likely future state score. Following
previous assessments (e.g., Halpern et al., 2012), we used β = 0.67
to give the trend twice as much importance as the pressure and
resilience scores, as it is considered a more reliable indicator of
near future state because it directly captures the goal’s historical
status change. The assumption that the recent trend contains
more information about the likely near future state is based on
expert opinion, in the absence of a better understanding of the
mechanistic interactions between these variables. Note that we
do not include a discount rate because, on a short-term horizon,
it is generally set to 0; however, it may be incorporated into the
calculation if desired (Halpern et al., 2012). Because these are
indicators based on best current knowledge, and not mechanistic
predictive models, they work best on a short time horizon where
departure from currently observed conditions is less likely. For
this reason a short timeframe of 5 years was chosen for the likely
future state.
To obtain each region’s overall Index score, goal scores
were averaged, which assumes all goals are equally important.
Goals are all given equal weights when there is no information
on the relative societal importance of the goals. These
individual subregion index scores were then averaged using an
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area-weighted mean to derive an overall score for the Antarctica
region.
Given the composite nature of the index, and the high number
of data-sets, models, parameters, weights, and assumptions
required for its calculation, it is very challenging to evaluate
the uncertainty associated to the estimation of the goals or the
overall index. Although an approach was developed to capture
risk of error associated with poor data quality, by using as
proxy the degree to which a score relies on gap-filled data (i.e.,
indirectly derived or modeled), this is mainly suited for large
scale applications of the Index, and only addresses one type of
source of uncertainty (Frazier et al., 2016). Here, we try to address
these concerns by thoroughly documenting the data sources and
methods in the Supplement, and discussing the main caveats to
the interpretation of the scores.
We describe below, the data and general methods we used to
estimate status/trend, pressures, and resilience components of the
OHI model for Antarctica.
Study Area
We used the boundaries of the Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) major fishing
areas identified in Antarctica as larger reporting regions
(Figure 1). These regions coincide with those monitored
under the Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources and the associated Commission
(CCAMLR, CCAMLR, 2014a). CCAMLR statistical regions
extend equatorward beyond the 60◦S jurisdictional boundary of
the Antarctic Treaty, thus they incorporate some international
waters as well as areas belonging to other exclusive economic
zones (EEZs). These EEZs were assessed elsewhere (Halpern
et al., 2015b; ohi-science.org) and thus are excluded from the
results presented here. Each larger regionwas further divided into
sub-regions according to CCAMLR data sampling and reporting
sub-regions (Atlantic sub-regions coded 48.X, Indian 58.X, and
Pacific 88.X) (Figure 1). This choice allows for comparability
with CCAMLR studies and matches the resolution of available
data and management units.
Modifications to Global OHI
One of the strengths of the OHI is that it can be adapted to the
specific needs of an assessment region. If a goal is not relevant
to a specific location, it can be omitted from the calculation of
the Index. In the case of Antarctica, several goals did not apply
anywhere in the study region, while others were only relevant
for specific sub-regions. For the Antarctic region, we thus focus
on a regionally relevant subset of seven OHI goals and six
corresponding sub-goals. For each subregion within Antarctica,
a score for each of the seven goals, Gi, and, where applicable, for
the sub-goals, is calculated. Further details on what was excluded,
and why, are provided under Section Goal status calculations.
The models used to calculate goal status scores were similar
to those used in the most recent Ocean Health Index (2015)
global assessment (Halpern et al., 2012, 2015b). However, the
Antarctic region is distinct from the rest of the world’s EEZs,
and the models and data were tailored to accommodate the
region’s unique characteristics (Table 1). Three key factors drove
FIGURE 1 | CCAMLR region boundaries. CCAMLR areas are identified by
color group: blue regions are located in the Pacific Ocean, orange in the
Atlantic Ocean, and purple in the Indian Ocean. We calculated scores for each
of the CCAMLR sub-areas, which are differentiated by shading. Area codes
follow CCAMLR naming conventions with the first two digits identifying the
FAO region and following numbers specific to the CCAMLR sub-areas. White
circles are EEZ areas of island regions that were not included because they
were analyzed in the Ocean Health Index global assessment.
decisions about how OHI goal models were adapted, the first
two relating to social aspects and the third stemming from bio-
physical properties: (1) Antarctica has no indigenous residents,
(2) the governing authority is distributed across multiple nations,
and (3) there is higher exposure and sensitivity to climate change
drivers due to species’ highly specialized traits and presence of
sea-ice as a key habitat (Aronson et al., 2011 and references
therein). Changes made for this study are briefly described below,
and detailed in the Supplementary Materials.
An important aspect of calculating an indicator for goal status
is defining the indicator’s reference point, which is the value of the
indicator that is assumed to correspond to a fully achieved goal,
and thus a perfect score. The choice of reference points is thus
fundamental to interpreting each goal score as well as the overall
index score. The types of reference points used for each goal
and sub-goal are consistent with those in Halpern et al. (2015a),
but the way that reference points were defined changed in a few
goals and sub-goals based on the availability of better data or a
region-specific understanding of how to determine appropriate
reference points (Table S1).
Goal Status Calculations
This section describes the calculations for the status and trend
(i.e., recent change in status) components of the goals calculated
for the Antarctica assessment.
Food Provision
The food provision goal is meant to capture whether the
seafood provisioning potential of the region is utilized to its
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full sustainable potential, through wild or cultured harvest. The
assumption is that food provision is a global priority, so it is
important to maximize sustainable harvest, regardless of whether
it is consumed locally. This goal does not however take into
account more complex issues surrounding unequal access to
these resources (captured instead in the artisanal opportunities
goal) and food security. The goal is measured through two sub-
goals, one for wild capture harvest, the fisheries sub-goal, and one
for cultured harvest, the mariculture sub-goal.
Food provision: fisheries sub-goal
The fisheries sub-goal captures whether fisheries are being
exploited to their maximum sustainable yield (MSY), while being
managed with adequate precaution. Status for this sub-goal was
calculated using the ratio of current catch to the legally set,
region-specific catch limit (i.e., the reference point) for each of
the relevant fishery stocks. For Antarctic fisheries, commercial
harvest is only allowed for four species (i.e., two toothfish species,
mackerel ice-fish, and krill), all of which have formal stock
assessments. Since krill is not sold for direct food provision,
it was evaluated within the natural products goal (see below).
Mackerel ice-fish is only found in the EEZ’s of South Georgia
Island and Heard Island, both outside the area covered by
this study, and was not included. The calculation of the food
provision status is therefore derived only from the catches of the
Antarctic (Dissostichus mawsoni), and Patagonian (Dissostichus
eleginoides) toothfish species. There are a few by-catch species
for which legal catch limits exist. However, these represent
conservation measures rather than food provision targets, such
that the management objective is to catch as little as possible
and harvest cannot be landed. Therefore, catching those species
would not contribute to food provision. As such, non-target
species were not included in the food provision calculation.
There is known under-reporting of toothfish catches due
to illegal fishing (Agnew et al., 2009; Österblom et al., 2010).
There have been previous attempts on the part of the Working
Group for Fish Stock Assessment at quantifying illegal catches
of toothfish, particularly in the Indian Ocean Sector of the
Convention Area. These estimates however are not considered
reliable and thus are no longer reported (SC-CAMLR-XXIX).
Thus, we could not quantify or fully account for this inmeasuring
the status of food provision. However, this aspect is taken into
consideration by managers in setting regional targets or, in some
cases, fisheries closures. Thus, we account for this within the
fisheries management score that was used for the resilience
calculation (see SupplementaryMaterials). For details on how the
catch time-series data were treated, see Supplementary Materials.
Food provision: mariculture sub-goal
The mariculture sub-goal was excluded because there is no
mariculture in Antarctica at present or in the planned future.
The “food provision” goal is thus equivalent to the “fisheries”
sub-goal.
Artisanal Fishing Opportunities
This goal is intended to capture the desire to maintain access to
sustainable coastal fishing resources for small-scale commercial,
subsistence, or traditional practices. Although some artisanal
harvest is allowed to support scientific expeditions, this is not
pursued in anymeasurable amount in Antarctica, so this goal was
not evaluated.
Carbon Storage
The Carbon Storage goal, as defined in the global OHI,
is measured through the level of preservation of coastal
habitats that have long-term carbon storage properties, such as
mangroves, seagrasses, and wetlands (i.e., not corals or seaweed
because in that case there is no long-term net positive storage).
The objective is to quantify short-term changes in carbon
reservoirs that are directly attributable to human management
and protection, or lack thereof, leading to habitat degradation
and carbon release. The carbon storage goal is excluded in our
analysis because none of the coastal habitats that provide this
service are present in Antarctica. Carbon storage, as represented
in the OHI goal, differs from carbon storage in the open-
ocean that is governed by a combination of the solubility and
biological pumps. The Southern Ocean in particular contributes
a substantial fraction of the net global ocean carbon uptake
of anthropogenic carbon dioxide associated with basin-scale
upwelling of old subsurface waters (Khatiwala et al., 2013). This
form of carbon storage service offered by the water column is not
included in either the global or Antarctic OHI for two reasons: (1)
the oceanic uptake of anthropogenic carbon dioxide is controlled
primarily by physical chemistry and large-scale ocean circulation
and thus is not directly responsive to human management (other
than through global mitigation approaches such as reducing
carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere) (Doney et al., 2014);
and (2) uptake of anthropogenic carbon dioxide leads to ocean
acidification, with the potential for negative impacts on several
different taxa, including coral and mollusks, and thus, does not
represent a sustainable long-term carbon storage service (Doney
et al., 2009).
Coastal Protection
The Coastal Protection goal is intended to capture coastal
protection of habitats in the water and fringing the coastline, but
not habitats that are considered inland. The coastal protection
goal was excluded because there are no well-delimited coastal
Antarctic habitats to protect from erosion and inundation and
essentially no human structures along the coast that would be at
risk from coastal erosion. Indeed it is true that sea-ice melting
entails reduced protection of sea-ice itself as a coastal habitat.
However, the key habitat for most of the Antarctic food-web is
really the sea-ice edge, while the sea-ice surface far from the edge
is used as a habitat by a handful of species. Moreover the health
of sea-ice related ecosystems is already captured in the sea-ice
indicator used to calculate the Habitats sub-goal. Using the same
indicator for this goal would result in double-counting.
Biodiversity
The biodiversity goal is meant to capture the desire to preserve
biodiversity for future generations for its aesthetic, existence, as
well as supporting service values. It is measured through two
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proxies, species status and habitat health, which are meant to be
complementary indicators.
Biodiversity: habitats sub-goal
For the global analysis (Halpern et al., 2012, 2015a), the status of
the habitats sub-goal is calculated as current habitat area or, when
possible, habitat quality compared to a historical benchmark. The
only habitat assessed in this study was sea-ice because insufficient
data exist for any other habitats (e.g., benthic communities).
Annual sea-ice season duration was used as a proxy for habitat
health, following Stammerjohn et al. (2008, 2012), using the
number of days between ice advance and ice retreat. Ice season
duration takes into account both changes in sea-ice extent and the
length of the ice season, as ice-free areas are given a value of zero
for ice season. Because ice-season varies across the CCAMLR
regions, we defined region-specific reference points as the mean
of the ice season during the first decade of available data (1980–
1989).
Biodiversity: species sub-goal
The status of the species sub-goal was calculated using global OHI
data and methods (Halpern et al., 2012). The reference point for
this sub-goal is to have all species at a risk status of Least Concern,
and status is scaled to equal 0 when 75% of species are extinct,
a level comparable to the five documented mass extinctions.
The conservation status of each species is based on the species-
specific risk categories (e.g., vulnerable, not threatened) reported
by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN,
2015), which is converted to a numerical score (Table S2).
Species distributions are determined using IUCN and Aquamap
(Kaschner et al., 2015) species range maps. The species scores are
averaged for each 0.5 degree raster, and then, the raster scores
are averaged for each region (adjusting for the area of the raster
cell). Individual populations may have experienced significant
declines, which may affect ecosystem functioning, but as long as
they are viable (i.e., of least concern status) the goal will score
well.
Sense of Place
The sense of place goal is meant to capture the desire to preserve
areas and species that contribute to people’s connectedness to the
oceans, and hold a socio-cultural value for local communities that
might have traditions tied to their existence, or are iconic and
valued for their existence by people who may never experience
them directly (e.g., the Great Barrier Reef, blue whales, etc).
Sense of place: iconic species sub-goal
This sub-goal was calculated using the same methods as the
global OHI assessment. The average conservation status (i.e.,
IUCN data converted to a numerical score) is calculated for all
the species within a region that have iconic significance, due to
social or ecological reasons. The reference point for this sub-goal
is to have all species at a risk status of Least Concern. In the
Antarctic region, we identified 32 iconic species (Table S2). As
described for the species diversity sub-goal, this goal is assessed
independently of any loss of functional role of these species in
the ecosystem.
Sense of place: lasting special places sub-goal
This goal was calculated using the same methods as the global
OHI assessment, except the reference point for marine lasting
special places was 30% of the entire CCAMLR region (vs. 3
nm offshore). The benchmark of 30% was chosen as a relatively
arbitrary reference point (Halpern et al., 2012). The goal for
terrestrial lasting special places (1 km inland) was assigned a
perfect score of 100 because the ATS has a regulatory process
whereby any place identified as special by any member country
is given protected status. The relative contribution of land versus
water was equally weighted, so the lasting special places status
scores was the average of these two scores within each CCAMLR
region. Although the whole Antarctic regionmay be considered a
lasting special place, according to the Antarctic Treaty System, we
deemed it appropriate to focus on areas with special designation
because they exist and there have been strong debates on creating
additional ones (Jacquet and Brooks, 2015), suggesting that some
areas are viewed as particularly important for the conservation of
Antarctic ecosystems.
Natural Products
This goal captures whether natural products for which there is
demand are harvested to their full, sustainable potential. The only
natural product assessed in Antarctica is the krill fishery, which
produces krill oil and krill meal. Status is calculated in the same
way as the fisheries sub-goal, using the ratio of current reported
krill catch to the current precautionary catch limit (i.e., the goal
reference point). The total allowable catch takes into account krill
biomass that needs to be reserved for the consumption of the
other predators in the food-web. A status score is computed for
each CCAMLR region where krill catch is reported.
Clean Waters
The goal for clean waters is to maintain them free of
contamination, pathogens, and anthropogenic toxic algal blooms
or anoxia for people to enjoy as well as for environmental health
purposes. For Antarctica, the clean waters goal was calculated
using three types of pollution data: trash (marine plastics),
chemical (shipping and ports), and pathogen (sewage waste);
other types of pollution are either negligible or do not have
available data. The raw pollution data was scaled from 0 to 1, with
1 indicating the highest level of pollution (Halpern et al., 2015a).
To calculate goal status, we subtracted the geometric mean of all
the rescaled pollution scores from 1, i.e., (1–geometric mean of
pollution scores).
Data for trash and chemical pollution are from the 2015 gloal
OHI assessment (Halpern et al., 2015b). Some data are available
indicating elevated pathogen levels and other contaminants near
some Antarctic bases (Tin et al., 2009) and near wastewater
outfalls (Martins et al., 2012; Corbett et al., 2014, 2015; Emnet
et al., 2015). ATS regulations require stations with more than 30
residents to treat wastewater. However, as reported in Gröndahl
et al. (2009), 37% of permanent and 69% of summer research
stations do not have wastewater treatment at all, for either gray
water or sewage. Many stations with treatment report challenges
with their systems, from spinning them up at the beginning of
the season to handling increased loads during the summer season
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(Gröndahl et al., 2009). It is reasonable to assume this type of
contamination is extremely low compared to any other part of
the world, given the low density of human presence. However,
because of the value placed on Antarctica’s unique environment
and because a major goal of the ATS is to minimize human
impacts on the region, we applied a pathogen pollution score
based on the temporary residents, degree of wastewater treatment
at scientific bases, and area of impact within each CCAMLR
region (see Supplementary Materials).
Tourism and Recreation
The tourism and recreation goal measures the ability to visit
and enjoy coastal habitats and fauna for recreational purposes.
It is not intended to measure the economic gains, which are
instead captured in the livelihoods and economies goal, but
rather accessibility and desirability for tourists.
Globally, this goal’s status is based on the proportion of
direct employment in the tourism industry relative to the total
labor force, with the reference point corresponding to the 90th
quantile of this proportion across regions. For a near-pristine
region such as Antarctica, however, it may be appropriate to be
more conservative about defining sustainable tourist densities.
Furthermore, some CCAMLR regions have few tourists due to
a lack of accessibility and should not be penalized.
Because there are no established models to estimate the level
of tourism that is ecologically sustainable, we identified the
reference point as the highest observed tourism within a given
CCAMLR region during the years 2008–2015. Because we did
not want to penalize regions that instituted more conservative
tourism policies, we applied a buffer so if tourist numbers are
within 35% of the reference point, the status score is 100.
This similarly conservative approach was used in the global
OHI assessment for the natural products goal, due to a lack of
knowledge on sustainable extraction levels. We excluded regions
with fewer than 500 tourist visits (which may represent a single
cruise ship) during their maximum year from 2008 to 2015
because these regions had extremely high variability, suggesting
they did not have well-established tourism programs.
Livelihoods and Economies
This goal captures the ability of marine-related sectors in the area
to provide and maintain jobs, adequate salaries, and economic
revenues.
Livelihoods and economies: livelihoods sub-goal
The livelihoods sub-goal was excluded here because global
employment data from individual countries does not allow
distinguishing employment derived from national activities from
those in the Antarctic region. Additionally, these datasets do not
track employment from scientific expeditions. Therefore, it is
difficult to quantify livelihoods relying on the Antarctic region.
Livelihoods and economies: economies sub-goal
The lack of indigenous residents notwithstanding, it is important
to assess the revenue-generating value of the region to identify
important trade-offs with other goals. The global assessment
status was based on a relative measure, i.e., no net loss in
revenue compared to 5 years prior. We thus used a measure
of no net loss in number of crew members on fishing and
tourist ships as proxies for commercial fishing and tourism
revenues, respectively. The only other locally-relevant sector is
scientific research, however no centralized data-base of numbers
of scientists present each year was available (only an average
estimate across years is currently available). It is worth noting
that the global model includes adjustments to global economic
trends so as to parse out effects that may be unrelated to local
conditions. In the case of the model utilized here, this correction
was not possible for lack of a suitable comparison and this was
taken into account in interpreting results.
Resilience
Resilience provides a measure of ecological and social factors
expected to mitigate pressures acting on systems. Two important
forms of resilience are: (1) regulatory, which describes the rules
and regulations that address ecological pressures, and (2) social
integrity, which describes the processes internal to a community
that promote the effective governance and social progress needed
to adapt to existing challenges and address new challenges.
As detailed in the Supplement, we incorporated several
regulatory resilience variables into our assessment, such as
regulations and treaties that aim to control pollution from ships
and ballast water, manage regional fisheries, mitigate climate
change, and establish marine protected areas.
We decided to not include any resilience variables associated
with social integrity because the majority of societal contribution
to governance measures is independent of local residents, be they
temporary or semi-permanent.
Data for the resilience variables are scaled from 0 to 100,
with 1 indicating the highest resilience, and are specific to each
region. Ultimately, all the resilience variables are combined into
a single resilience score specific to each region and goal (based on
a resilience matrix that describes which resilience variables are
relevant for each goal). For more methodological details see the
approach described in previous OHI assessments (Halpern et al.,
2012, 2015b).
Pressures
Pressures describe the stressors that reduce the ability of
a system to sustainably deliver each goal. Similar to global
OHI assessments, we included stressor variables for five
broad categories of ecological stressors: water pollution, species
introductions, habitat destruction, fishing pressure, and climate
change.
For the water pollution category, we included pressure data
for chemical, trash, and pathogen pollution. Chemical and
trash pollution were calculated with data used for the global
OHI assessment. Pathogens were derived from the wastewater
treatment score and population of Antarctica stations (see clean
waters status description).
Species introduction pressures used the same data as the
global OHI assessment (Molnar et al., 2008), which was verified
through an updated literature review (Tin et al., 2009, and
references therein).
Sea-ice was the only marine-based habitat destruction
pressure that was assessed. As sea-ice is an essential habitat
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for the Antarctic ecosystem (Ducklow et al., 2007, 2012),
habitat scores were rescaled such that a 50% reduction in
sea-ice season would lead to significant disruption of ice-
dependent ecosystems and pressure scores were given a value
of 1 (i.e., the highest possible pressure score). This reference
point represents an arbitrary choice, in the absence of a
mechanistic model that can relate the reduction in sea-ice
season to a quantifiable impact on habitat health. However,
the explorations discussed in the Supplementary Information
(Sections Habitats: Sea Ice, Reference point change exploration
and Table S4) show that this choice can have strong localized
effects, but overall results were not highly sensitive to this
assumption.
For the fishing pressure data, we used the commercial high
and low-bycatch from the 2015 global OHI assessment.
For the climate change pressure data, we used sea surface
temperature and ocean acidification from the 2015 global OHI
assessment.
Data for the pressure variables are scaled from 0 to 100,
with 100 indicating the highest pressure, and are specific to
each region. Ultimately, all the pressure variables are combined
by weighted sum into a single pressure score that describes
the cumulative pressures acting on each region and goal. The
weights are determined based on the assumed magnitude with
which each pressure is likely to impact each goal as suggested
by literature review, e.g., sea surface temperature anomalies will
have a moderate impact on fishing harvest, but a strong effect
on iconic species due to sea-ice dependence (see Table S5). We
use the same methods described in previous OHI assessments
(Halpern et al., 2012, 2015b).
Exploring Reference Points
As an example of how the calculations might be sensitive to the
choice in reference point, we estimated an alternate version of the
habitats biodiversity sub-goal, using a less conservative reference
point (Table S4). We currently don’t have a mechanistic model
to predict exactly how a decline in sea-ice duration translates
into degradation of the sea-ice edge ecosystem. Therefore, for
the indicator used to estimate habitat health of sea-ice edge,
we made an assumption of a linear decline. We also made a
conservative assumption that, for a given area, the goal scores
0 only when sea-ice disappears completely. We tested here how
scores would change if sea-ice loss produces habitat degradation
twice as fast as assumed in our “base” calculation (i.e., the main
results presented here). For further details see the Supplementary
Materials.
RESULTS
Averaged across regions and goals, Antarctica scored 75 out of
100 (Figure 2). Scores varied substantially across Convention
for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
(CCAMLR) sub-regions (Figure 3, Figures S2–S4), from 58 in
sub-region 58.5.1 (subpolar Indian Ocean near Kerguelen Island)
to 89 in sub-region 58.4.3a (central polar Indian Ocean) and
sub-region 88.3 (Bellingshausen Sea and eastern Amundsen Sea)
(Figure 4).
FIGURE 2 | Ocean Health Index scores for the overall index (white
center) and 7 goals (with the food provision goal only represented by
the fisheries sub-goal, and the livelihoods and economies goal only
represented by the economies sub-goal), and the sub-goals of
biodiversity and sense of place, (petals with color ranging from red for
low scores to blue for high scores). Scores for CCAMLR subareas are
provided in Supplementary Materials.
The highest scoring goals/sub-goals, averaged across the
Antarctic, were associated with conservation goals (Figure 2):
clean waters (96) and biodiversity (96), with the habitat sub-
goal within biodiversity scoring a near-perfect 99 and the species
sub-goal 92. Sense of place (70) scored an intermediate value,
reflecting a relatively low score for the lasting special places (47)
sub-goal, whereas the iconic species (93) sub-goal achieved close
to the highest score. Intermediate scores were also found for the
two extraction-related goals: fisheries (63) and natural products
(70). The final two goals were livelihoods & economies (62)
and tourism and recreation (30), the lowest scoring goal for the
Antarctic.
Clean waters scores were above 90 in all regions except for
sub-region 48.1 (western Antarctic Peninsula) and 48.2 (Atlantic,
south Scotia arc), scoring 78 and 47, respectively (Figure 4).
Biodiversity scores were relatively high within all regions
(Figure 4). The species conservation sub-goal scored between
88 and 94 across sub-regions (Figure 5, Figures S2–S4), because
most species are in the two lowest threat categories (i.e., near
threatened and least concern, see Table S2). The habitat sub-
goal scores, calculated using sea-ice season duration, were lower
in regions near the Antarctic Peninsula, in particular along the
western side of the peninsula (sub-region 48.1) (Figure 5, Figures
S2–S4).
The results of testing an alternate version of the sea-ice
indicator (Table S4) show some localized differences in scores
around the Antarctic Peninsula and South Orkney Islands,
namely for regions 48.1, 48.2, 48.4, and 88.1. These areas,
would have lower biodiversity scores, with region 48.1, the
Bellinghausen Sea, displaying the biggest difference of 20 points,
changing from a score of 80 to 60. This modification of the model
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FIGURE 3 | Map describing overall Ocean Health Index scores for
CCAMLR areas. Scores can range from 0 (bad) to 100 (good). White circles
are EEZ areas of island regions that were not included because they were
analyzed in the Ocean Health Index global assessment.
however would have a very small effect on the index calculated for
the whole Antarctic region overall, i.e., a decline of just 1 point
for the biodiversity score, and less than one for the overall index
score.
Sense of place scores tended to be low in several regions
(Figure 4), primarily because the lasting special places sub-goal
received a score of 0 in several areas with no MPAs and no
adjacent land (CCAMLR regions with coastal zones, received
a score of 50, even with no MPAs because inland areas are
considered protected; Figure 5, Figures S2–S4), and the highest
score of 78 was obtained in region 48.2 (Bellinghausen Sea).
Fisheries data were present for only 7 regions (Figure 4,
Figures S2–S4). Scores varied widely from 26 in 58.4.2 (western
and central polar Indian Ocean adjacent to continent and
including Prydz Bay) to 100 in the adjacent equatorward area
58.4.3a (central polar Indian Ocean).
The livelihood and economy goal scores (Figure 4, Figures S2–
S4) ranged from 0 in region 88.2 (Amundsen Sea and eastern
Ross Sea), and 9 in 58.6 (subpolar western Indian Ocean near
Crozet Islands), to seven sub-regions that all scored 100 (48.3,
48.4, 58.4.1, 58.4.2, 58.4.3a, 58.4.b, and 58.5.2).
Natural products were only assessed in three sub-regions,
48.1-3 (western Antarctic Peninsula, South and North Scotia
Arc), all with values close to 70 (Figure 4, Figures S2–S4).
Tourism (Figure 4, Figures S2–S4) scored well in areas 88.1
(western polar Pacific and Ross Sea) and 48.1 (western side of
Antarctic Peninsula) (73 and 100, respectively), but scored very
poorly in the other regions where it had been assessed (i.e., sub-
regions 48.2, 48.5, and 58.4b in the Scotia Sea, Weddell Sea, and
near Prydz Bay, respectively) (scores 27, 33, and 2, respectively).
Pressures mostly indicated very low stressor levels (scores
closer to zero) (Figure 6), with sea-ice loss having a few
higher values in 48.1 (western Antarctic Peninsula) and 48.2
(Bellinghausen Sea) due to declining ice-cover over time. Sea
surface temperature showed some moderate pressure levels,
mainly in the Southern Indian Ocean and Atlantic Ocean sides.
Ocean acidification on the other hand showed unusually high
values nearly everywhere, while pathogens reached a pressure
value of 100 in the Southern Indian Ocean area.
DISCUSSION
Understanding Scores in the Context of
Antarctica
Biodiversity was the highest scoring goal, with the species sub-
goal scoring well in part because of the successful rebuilding
of once heavily exploited whale species (Leaper and Miller,
2011; Ainley and Pauly, 2014), seabird species as by-catch (Cox
et al., 2007), and fur seals (Magera et al., 2013). However,
of the species with known trends based on IUCN RedList
assessments, 41 are stable or increasing while 38 are declining.
There are 9 species that are endangered or critically endangered
(baleen whales and an albatross species), and only one that is
recovering (the blue whale), while the others are either declining
or unknown.Moreover, of 132 species assessed, 53 have unknown
trends. The knowledge gaps are also marked for iconic species,
where 6 out of 38 species are data-deficient for their extinction
risk and 19 have unknown population trends. Importantly,
while the assessments produced by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and used here are representative
of the entire species, regional studies, particularly those focusing
on different penguin populations, suggest that the same species
may respond differently in different parts of its distribution.
For example, populations of the ice-obligate Adélie penguin
have declined with time over much of the northern portion of
the Western Antarctic Peninsula (48.1) but have been stable or
grown further south along the Peninsula (Ducklow et al., 2007,
2013) and in the Ross Sea (88.1) (Lyver et al., 2014). This is
explained, in part, by the different changes in sea-ice occurring
simultaneously in different regions, although other factors such
as food availability, ocean conditions, and weather conditions are
also at play (Fraser et al., 2013).
The high habitat scores may be due to lack of sensitivity of the
metric used to capture the health of sea-ice related ecosystems.
First, ice season duration, as calculated from satellite images,
captures the spatial and temporal extent of sea-ice coverage but
does not account for sea-ice thickness, which may be critical to
some organisms that use sea ice habitats (Stammerjohn et al.,
2012). Second, accounting for changes in ice season across the
vast spatial extent of the CCAMLR regions may smooth out
higher resolution changes in sea ice, and fine-tuned phenology
of organisms that adapted their life history to sea-ice season
cycles (Stammerjohn et al., 2012). Third, although there has been
notable sea-ice loss in the regions near the Antarctic Peninsula,
both sea-ice extent and season duration has grown inmany of the
other regions of the Antarctic (Stammerjohn et al., 2008, 2012).
Loss of sea ice as a critical habitat will have widespread effects
throughout the Antarctic ecosystem, but the overall impact of
increasing sea ice is less clear. It is possible that increasing sea-ice
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FIGURE 4 | Maps of Ocean Health Index goal scores for CCAMLR areas. Scores range from 0 (bad) to 100 (good). Gray regions indicate the goal was not
relevant to that area and thus not assessed. White circles are EEZ areas of island regions that were not included because they were analyzed in the Ocean Health
Index global assessment.
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FIGURE 5 | Maps of Ocean health Index scores for the sub-goals of biodiversity and lasting special places goals. Scores range from 0 (bad) to 100 (good).
Gray regions indicate the goal was not relevant to that area and thus not assessed. White circles are EEZ areas of island regions that were not included because they
were analyzed in the Ocean Health Index global assessment.
extent or season will have negative impacts on some species
and positive impacts on others, as different penguin population
trajectories seem to suggest (e.g., Dugger et al., 2014; Wilson
et al., 2016). Thus, our treatment of the sea-ice status and
pressure scores, negatively scoring only sea ice-loss, is likely a
conservative estimate of the potential impact of habitat change
on the Antarctic ecosystem as a whole.
The sensitivity test on the sea-ice reference point did show
that, assuming a more rapid decline in biodiversity for habitats
associated with sea-ice edge, would result in lower scores
particularly in the regions around the Antarctic Peninsula and
South Orkney Islands, particularly Bellinghausen Sea. However,
this analysis didn’t consider potential negative (or positive)
effects of sea-ice extent increase. Importantly, we did not capture
the impacts of increasingly unpredictable and variable annual
sea-ice cycles on the phenology of species with very specialized
life-history adaptations (Stammerjohn et al., 2012; Lyver et al.,
2014).
The lasting special places goal scored relatively low due to the
lack of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in the Southern Ocean
(Brooks, 2013). Specifically, the only MPA large enough to have
a notable effect on a sub-region’s score is the South Orkney
MPA (in sub-region 48.2). Other areas of special designation
(Antarctic Specially Protected Areas, or ASPAs, and Antarctic
Specially Managed Areas, or ASMAs), though valuable, had a
relatively minor impact on OHI scores because of their extremely
small spatial footprint.
The low food provision scores were due to catch levels below
the maximum allowed, rather than unsustainable practices.
The two stocks analyzed, Patagonian toothfish and Antarctic
toothfish, are often well below their allowable catch, but in
some cases they are shut down as fisheries when incidental
(by-catch) species such as king crab, flying short-fin squid
fisheries, lizardfish, sharks, and rays, and different species of
bony fish reach their quotas. Any of the assessed by-catch species
are managed based on very precautionary targets, rather than
bioeconomic optimizations, and not marketable. Nevertheless,
despite the fact that the management of fisheries in the Antarctic
Treaty System area is regarded as better than most high-seas
areas, challenges remain for enforcement and compliance
in such a remote region (Österblom et al., 2014). Although
Southern Ocean Illegal Unreported Unregulated fishing appears
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FIGURE 6 | Maps of the pressure scores used in goal index score calculations, organized by pressure group (water pollution, fisheries pressures,
climate change, habitat destruction, and invasive species). The pressure score describes the cumulative pressures acting on a goal, resulting in an expected
decrease in the goal score. Note that the color ramping is reversed from other figures such that low (good) scores are blue and high (bad) scores are red. White circles
are EEZ areas of island regions that were not included because they were analyzed in the Ocean Health Index global assessment.
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to have peaked in the late 1990s (Agnew et al., 2009), reports
still indicate that IUU vessels are active, particularly in the
Indian Ocean sectors (CCAMLR, 2014b). Enhanced satellite
monitoring may help improve enforcement, i.e., through new
software products that use vessel tracking data to infer the
nature of vessel activity (e.g., such as Global Fishing Watch
http://skytruth.org/2016/07/global-fishing-watch/). However,
this would only be a partial solution as these products cannot
provide proof, but only highlight potential problems that will
need direct inspection to lead to prosecution. CCAMLR working
groups try to use rough estimates of illegal catches to ensure
toothfish catch quotas are robust to unreported harvests and are
sufficiently precautionary, although these have not been officially
reported since 2011, reportedly due to methodological issues
(SC-CAMLR-XXIX, paragraph 6.5). Catches that are well below
sustainable limits may be imposed in certain areas to take into
account unreported removals by illegal fisheries (CCAMLR,
2014b).
The intermediate natural products scores reflect that
harvested krill biomass is well below the current catch limits. In
the three regions open to fishing, krill catch was 24, 12, and 12%
of current precautionary catch limits in the 2014/2015 fishing
season, leading to natural products scores of 70, 72, and 71
(Figure 4).
Tourism and recreation scored relatively poorly everywhere,
except for the most visited region, the Antarctic Peninsula (sub-
region 48.1). The sub-regions with low scores had declining local
trends in visitors, which is not surprising, given the reduced
overall number of tourists, likely due to recent global economic
trends. It is worth noting that the same difficulties of enforcing
rules as mentioned for fisheries regulations apply here. The
establishment and enforcement of regulations restricting tourism
currently rely largely on voluntary efforts on the part of tour
operators themselves.
The revenues sub-goal, although measured with an imperfect
proxy (i.e., changes in the number of crew on-board scientific
or touristic vessels), was included to be able to explore potential
tradeoffs or synergies with the other goals. The lowest scores were
observed in the Ross Sea, the Weddell Sea, and a small region of
the Indian Ocean close to Heard and MacDonald Islands. These
spatial patterns in scores do not seem tomatch those observed for
the food provision or tourism goals, although fishing and tourism
are the activities used to measure it. Declines might reflect
externally-driven increases in costs and/or declines in market
demand rather than recent trends in fishing and tourism activity.
This is coherent with the assumption that logistics and cost of
fuel, rather than resource abundance, are the main constraints
regulating the pursuit of commercial activities in the area.
The highest stressors were related to climate change and
pathogens pressures (Figure 6). The strong presence of climate
change impacts is expected, both because there are fewer
opportunities for direct anthropogenic impacts and because of
the greater exposure to elevated UV-radiation (high latitude
and Antarctic Ozone Hole) and vulnerability to warming
impacts (sea-ice is the main habitat we studied). Interestingly,
the pressure from changing sea surface temperature was not
consistent with the loss in sea-ice; rather, sea surface temperature
pressures were higher in the Indian and Pacific regions around
Antarctica.
Pressures from pollution were assessed using global models
for chemical pollutants, nutrients and trash and local models for
pathogen pollution, where the only major source of pathogens
to Antarctic waters is from scientific research bases and ships
(Tin et al., 2009; Martins et al., 2012; Corbett et al., 2014,
2015; Emnet et al., 2015). The volume of wastewater inputs
and pathogen contamination in the Antarctic is small relative
to many more populated coastal ocean regions. However, a
more conservative reference point, taking into account sensitivity
to small increments of pollutants, was used for the Antarctic
compared to global assessments to capture the value placed
on keeping Antarctica as pristine as possible. Consequently,
relatively low clean water scores and high pathogen pressures
were found for sub-regions with a large number of scientific
research bases, even though the absolute amount of pollution was
relatively small.
Finally, given the special conservation significance and
existence value of the Antarctic to the global community, a more
realistic overall ocean health assessment would require assigning
different weights to the Ocean Health Index goals based on
elicited values, which could lead to assigning higher weights
to the scores for conservation-type goals (see Supplementary
Materials). This would result in a higher overall score, as these are
the goals that scored best. It would also be an incentive to focus
governance efforts on maintaining these scores, or at the very
least to carefully consider tradeoffs of enhancing other uses, such
as increased harvests of krill and seafood and increased tourism.
Setting Reference Points in Antarctica
Some of the lower Ocean Health Index scores suggest an under-
utilization of Antarctic resources. Although this might appear to
suggest that the OHI score could be increased by intensifying
extraction and use, intensified human activities are likely to
increase the risk of pollution, pathogen contamination, and
disturbance to wildlife, thus negatively affecting conservation-
oriented goals such as clean waters and biodiversity conservation.
In keeping with the principles that inspired the Antarctic Treaty,
if Antarctica is to be preserved as a lasting special place that is
valued by the international community for its existence value,
it is reasonable to use conservative target values for human use
and stressor intensity. Moreover, the Antarctic food web is likely
more vulnerable and exposed to strong climate change impacts,
both due to UV exposure and to the key importance of sea ice as
a habitat, such that it may be prudent to adopt more conservative
thresholds and reference points (Aronson et al., 2011).
We used the best available science to determine reference
points, modifying them from those used in the global version of
the Ocean Health Index (Halpern et al., 2015b). However, there
were many challenges that arose due to limited or patchy data
availability, in part because of the remoteness of the Antarctic
region and limited observational coverage. This led us to develop
region-specific reference points within the study area for many of
the goals and pressures. Moreover, a poor understanding of the
functional relationships between the indicators developed and
the benefits they are meant to track, such as, for example, sea-ice
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habitat health, required making several simplifying assumptions
in the analysis. Below, we describe the limitations of the data and
reference points chosen for the various goals.
For fisheries, reference points were based on those set
through formal species assessments. CCAMLR has made
efforts to bring fisheries under stricter control by reducing
harmful practices, for example by requiring changes to
gear deployment methods to reduce bird bycatch, or by
implementing move-on rules to avoid concentrating fishing
effort on both target and by-catch species in one area (CCAMLR;
https://www.ccamlr.org/en/compliance/compliance). CCAMLR
is also inspecting landing ports in order to control illegally-
caught toothfish, further incentivized by chain of custody
certification programs such as the Marine Stewardship Council
(Roheim and Sutinen, 2006) however, there are still several
anecdotal sources reporting the presence of illegal unreported
and unregulated fisheries (IUUs) in some of the areas (e.g.,
CCAMLR, 2014b). Illegal fishing can lead to underestimation of
the actual overall level of harvest, can bias stock assessments,
and increase the chance of overexploitation and stock collapse
(Agnew et al., 2009). Although this may have, in part, affected
our estimates, in order to reduce this risk, the CCAMLR working
group on fish stock assessments (https://www.ccamlr.org/en/
science/working-group-fish-stock-assessment-wg-fsa) attempts
to estimate illegal harvest and incorporate it into the assessments
used to determine legal catch quotas.
Regarding natural products, the krill fishery was one of the
earliest fisheries to receive an ecosystem-based management
target. This process allocates a sustainable harvest target after
accounting for other predators’ needs, and the under-exploitation
of the krill fishery suggests that current predator populations
have sustainable levels of krill biomass. The catch limit applies
to large areas for which region-specific harvest control rules have
not been set, and a precautionary harvest target that is much
lower than what is assumed to be the Maximum Sustainable
Yield was set, i.e., roughly 1% of assumed stock biomass, due to
concerns of localized impacts on predators if fishing effort were
to concentrate in small areas (Plagányi and Butterworth, 2012;
Watters et al., 2013). Additional precaution might be warranted,
though, given that the contemporary population abundances of
predators (e.g., baleen whales) used to compute krill fishery catch
limits may not properly take into account the ecological impact of
historical overharvesting of marine mammals (e.g., Ainley et al.,
2010; Surma et al., 2014). In other words, if the objective is
rebuilding these predator populations to their pristine population
abundances, it could result in lower krill biomass available for
fishing than currently estimated, if predators’ food requirements
are to be fully taken into account (e.g., Ruzicka et al., 2013).
Because there were no data available on pathogen pollution
to Antarctic waters, an Antarctic-specific pathogen model was
chosen to highlight the impacts of untreated or partially-
treated wastewater discharge. Reference points for this model
were set based on research bases with the best possible
wastewater treatment per annual average number of residents
(see Supplementary Materials); however, more detailed data
on the spatial extent of discharge impacts would increase this
model’s accuracy. For other contaminants, regionally-targeted
models and reference points are needed for the Antarctic. Most
pollution effects are likely too diluted, given the relatively small
size of the sources and large area assessed in comparison to most
other parts of the globe. If the pressure scores are calculated using
the reference points adopted in the global Ocean Health Index,
the Antarctic values are likely too small or too localized to greatly
affect the index scores (Halpern et al., 2015a,b). Nonetheless, if
these sources of contamination have influential local impacts, or
are increasing, and the indicators are not sensitive enough to
detect this change, this may be cause for concern and require
finer-scale information so as to increase sensitivity.
Lacking any established benchmarks for tourism and
recreation, we created amodel based on best available knowledge.
Most tour operators in the region belong to the International
Association of Antarctic Tour Operators (IAATO). Although
some guidelines for sustainable tourism are provided by the ATS,
it is IAATO that established specific restrictions (e.g., no more
than 500 tourists can land at a given site simultaneously; size
limits on the boats allowed to approach land) that are enforced
through self-regulation (Tin et al., 2009). Our assumption for
using region specific reference points as a benchmark for tourism
is that IAATO identified appropriate thresholds, and that most
tour operators obey them. The highest observed density of
visitors, by definition, would then be a sustainable amount. This
approach also ensures that there is no penalty for avoiding
places that are too arduous or distant to reach, and no incentive
to visit pristine locations. The current method implies that,
to improve health scores, tourism should be encouraged in
accessible regions of Antarctica that at some point or other
were visited by tourist cruises. However, sensitive regions may
have already experienced negative impacts from too many tourist
visitors (e.g., seabird rookeries, terrestrial vegetation, historical,
and cultural artifacts; Tin et al., 2009), such that these past
visitation rates are not appropriate reference values. In the future,
the tourism and recreation goal should be reevaluated to consider
possible mechanistic models for estimating the optimal amount
of sustainable tourists, incorporating data on tourist disturbance
rates and localized negative impacts into reference values.
Although the sensitivity test on the sea-ice habitat health
reference point didn’t produce a large difference on the overall
index score, there were marked localized differences around
the Antarctic Peninsula, which is also the area where most
temperature warming has been observed in recent years. This
exploration shows that important biodiversity threats may be
currently overlooked due to the limitations of the information
available. Importantly, it shows how the index can be used
to explore the different assumptions that are made around
reference points, exploring the range of possible values as
different scenarios that could help highlight future risk. For
example, different simulations on expected changes in sea-ice
features could be used for the habitats indicator, as well as
different assumptions about how this might impact biodiversity,
by modifying the functional model used to calculate the goal
status and trend.
Despite the creation of a whaling sanctuary in the Southern
Ocean since 1994, Japan has continued harvesting minke whales
(Balaenoptera bonaerensis), claiming a special permit due to
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scientific research purposes (see https://iwc.int/permits). In
2014 the International Court of Justice ruled that Japan’s Special
Permit programme in the Antarctic (known as JARPA II) did
not meet special permit requirements (http://www.icj-cij.org/
docket/index.php?p1=3&p2=3&k=64&case=148&code=aj&p3=
4) and Japan ended it. The International Whaling Commission
(IWC), responsible for overseeing the sanctuary’s management,
following the ruling, issued Resolution 2014-5 that calls for
more thorough scientific justifications in granting future
research permits. It is telling of the divided opinions within
the Commission that it did not find consensus and had to be
approved by majority vote (https://archive.iwc.int/pages/view.
php?ref=3723&search=%21collection72&order_by=relevance&
sort=DESC&offset=0&archive=0&k=&curpos=0). Since then,
Japan has set out to capture 333 minke whale individuals in 2015,
under a research plan purportedly meeting IWC requirements,
but that instead raised new controversy (e.g., http://news.
nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/09/140918-japan-scientific-
whale-hunt-animals-ocean-science/).
Although the conservation status of minke whales is captured
within the biodiversity and iconic species goal calculations, it
would be possible to add a pressure layer that accounts for
risks to the minke whale population due to harvest pressure.
The lack of clarity and consensus over this type of issue on
the part of the Whaling Commission may also be seen as a
weakness in governance that would warrant assigning a lower
biodiversity resilience score. Although it is an important issue
to consider from both an ecological and a social perspective,
such modifications would probably have a negligible effect on the
overall scores of the region’s health. We felt that these detailed
modeling questions went beyond the scope of the current study,
but could be addressed in future calculations of the index.
Governance and Long-Term Sustainability
Several countries have championed initiatives to designate large
areas of the Southern Ocean as protected, but to date these
efforts have systematically failed. At the time these analyses were
performed, negotiations over a proposed system of protected
zones championed by the US, New Zealand, and several NGOs
in the Ross Sea were vetoed by Russia and the Ukraine, exposing
vested interests in future resource extraction options (once the
current moratorium is lifted in view of the 2048 review of the
Antarctic Treaty System, or possibly earlier) (Brooks, 2013;
Jacquet and Brooks, 2015). During the revision phase of the
manuscript, thanks to Russia’s change of position, this proposal
was finally accepted during CCAMLR’s 35th Annual meeting in
Hobart (https://www.ccamlr.org/en/news/2016/ccamlr-create-
worlds-largest-marine-protected-area). This can be seen as a
sign of effectiveness of the ATS, as a multi-national governance
system that can make important decisions, such as protecting an
area as large as 1.55 Km2 of ocean, with unanimous agreement
of its members. Nevertheless, the agreement was reached by
changing the time frame of the Marine Protected Area from
being in perpetuity, down to a time-bound limit of 35 years.
Under these circumstances, whether this MPA could be included
in the calculation of the sense of place goal, in the component
valuing special places meant to be “lasting,” is up for debate.
Moreover, the length of negotiations, the amount of stake-holder
engagement required, and the fact that this represents one of the
areas with more data and research (CCAMLR, 2014c), as this
study also highlighted, suggest that adding more protected areas
in the Southern Ocean in the future will not be a simple task.
A global region such as Antarctica that has been identified by
the international community as a conservation priority, and that
is especially fragile compared to other more resilient ecosystems
(Aronson et al., 2011), should likely have more conservative
benchmarks. For example, there is increasing evidence that
tourists and scientists visiting Antarctica have been a source of
invasive species, and climate change may open up a window for
an accelerated rate of biological invasions (Frenot et al., 2005;
Aronson et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2014). These studies havemainly
focused on terrestrial species that may be transported in the form
of spores and pollen on clothing, but marine alien species may
have gone undetected. Similarly, lack of good quality information
on ship traffic may have led to underestimation of some types of
chemical pollution and oil spills.
Importantly, there remains significant uncertainty in how
climate change-driven stressors affect food-web dynamics, and
therefore the delivery of many of the goals, largely due to
insufficient spatial coverage of the data necessary to inform
smaller scale assessments, and limitations in our knowledge of
the function and dynamics of many socio-ecological processes
in the region (Schofield et al., 2010; Kennicutt et al., 2014). For
example, Barnes and Souster (2011) found significant impacts on
benthic communities of climate-driven iceberg detachment, yet
these types of interactions are not captured in our analysis. These
uncertainties further challenge efforts to establish simple, reliable
indicators to track change.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Antarctica is one of the most inaccessible parts of the world,
but it is not pristine. Our analysis suggests that the Antarctic
is not delivering benefits to people to its full potential. The
analysis also highlights the measurable anthropogenic impacts
and limitations in conservation measures in the area, despite
best intentions to preserve its unique ecosystems and wildlife. As
noted above, the value and quality of the current Antarctic OHI
assessment is constrained by data and knowledge limitations,
suggesting the need for expanded observational efforts and more
mechanistic research on both natural and social science aspects
of the Antarctic system. For example, the status of a number of
Antarctic species is still unknown, and there is insufficient spatial
coverage for key environmental factors to fully assess habitat and
ecosystem health. Region-specific biological studies often report
regional differences in the biological responses to climate change,
ocean warming, sea-ice loss, and ocean acidification, and we have
a limited capability, at present, to model, and predict impacts
across trophic scales (Murphy et al., 2012).
Our assessment is not designed to measure long-term
environmental risk and sustainability. Rather, it was created
to capture current and impending stressors and elements
of governance under “business as usual” conditions. For
example, growing ecological pressures, such as climate change,
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and potential changes in political governance are not easily
captured in the likely future state of the Index. We showed
an example of how the OHI can be used to conduct
explorations of areas of knowledge uncertainty, such as the
relationship between sea-ice parameters and the preservation
of associated biodiversity. Leveraging model-based climate
simulations, projected future scenarios of index scores can be
constructed as a useful companion analysis with the current
index assessment framework to gain a longer-term vision of
tradeoffs and risks, particularly given the influential role of
climate change in determining the health of the region.
Progress in understanding and assessing Antarctic ecosystem
health requires a deeper understanding of the complex physical
and oceanographic dynamics (Kennicutt et al., 2014) and the
many political decisions involving the region’s governance
(Gales et al., 2014). Both perspectives underscore the difficult
challenges lying ahead for this unique system. The dispute
over the institution of MPAs may be seen as a preview of
the type of conflicts to come. Indeed, our study highlights the
need for the international community to reconcile conservation
versus utilitarian goals for Antarctica (Jacquet et al., 2016).
Even with such understanding in place, a major challenge
remains in enforcing compliance of existing or new rules
over such a vast, remote, and environmentally harsh region.
Maintaining and enhancing agreements among Antarctic Treaty
signatories will be crucial to ensure long-term protection of local
species and habitats. Moreover, given the importance of climate
change-driven stressors, not all threats to the Antarctic can
be addressed through local governance. Global climate change
mitigation, which requires concerted international efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, will play an increasingly crucial
role in preserving the health of the Antarctic continent and
Southern Ocean.
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